SOLUTION BRIEF

Mediaflex®-UMS
Resources

Background
As today’s media centric organisations seek to improve
efficiency throughout their operations, the need to
implement standards based IT solutions, both on-premise
and in the Cloud, becomes ever more compelling. Moreover
the ability to integrate ‘best of breed’ technologies for the
acquisition, creation, management, re-purposing, publishing
and archiving of rich media content becomes a necessity.
To achieve these goals requires a solution that provides a
flexible management and services infrastructure designed to
meet the evolving needs of today’s media rich operations.

Resources
Mediaflex Resources is one of the core elements of the
Mediaflex platform. It provides:
• the core distributed services architecture and integration
layer;
• the system configuration and management of the resources
that are used in, and use, the system (users, locations,
devices, etc.).
The architecture consists of the Controllers and the Services
used to integrate third party systems and technologies as well
as the processing engine for automated tasks.
The UMS Manager Dashboard provides information on the
architecture, database and logs (system events and service logs
as well as the indexing and searches of them). The dashboard
also displays the system and services performance, CPU and
memory usage. RabbitMQ AMQP (Advanced Message Queuing
Protocol) provides a core function within Mediaflex, which
channels communication across all the components enabling
the Services to communicate with each other and directly with
the Mediaflex-UMS MetaServer.

Mediaflex Resources enables organisations to implement a
geographically dispersed platform. The core UMS MetaServer
can be located on-premise or in a public or private cloud along
with the core platform components and workflow orchestration
engine whilst Controllers can be located both in the cloud and
on premise across diverse geographical locations, creating
a true distributed platform. Each Controller is related to one
virtual machine or hardware platform.
Each Controller manages one or more Services that carry out
processes, either internally, or by using an integrated third party
system. These services include Core Services which are essential
for the system to operate, as well as licensable Services
providing content processing functions, such as transcode,
publish, transfer, storage, archive, rename, digital tools, watch
folder processor, and many more.
The Mediaflex configuration can accommodate any number of
Controllers, providing scalability in the platform, as the more
content that needs to be processed, as well as the operating
speed required, determines how many Controllers are required
for each client solution. For example, a small system that starts
with 2 Controllers can be up-scaled by simply adding additional
Controllers and Services as the business grows.
The Mediaflex-UMS Resources architecture provides an
optional load balancing Service that enables individual tasks
to be allocated between multiple Services located on multiple
Controllers. For example, Checksums are processor intensive.
Adding multiple Checksum Services across multiple Controllers
can spread the processing load by using the LoadMaster Service
to manage the task allocation across them.
In summary, the Mediaflex-UMS Resources component
provides a highly configurable, scalable, flexible and resilient
platform architecture, whereby content can be easily processed
and transferred between geographically dispersed locations, all
managed from a central location.
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Mediaflex® Resources
Features include:

Benefits include:

• Configuration of multiple area, devices and storage
resources

•

Highly scalable and resilient architecture - add
Controllers and Services as needed

• Comprehensive user configuration including roles
and responsibilities

•

Support for standard IT architecture

•

Provides a comprehensive integration platform for
multiple technologies

• Central configuration of resources and system
management environment

•

Comprehensive management environment

• Supports multiple Controllers, each with multiple
Services

•

Agile - move Services between Controllers (auto
restart if something goes wrong)

• Load Balancing of automated tasks, such as
transcodes, archives and digital content movements
across multiple Controllers and Services

•

Flexible - geographically dispersed

•

Resilient - Controllers running in data centre or on
premises, LoadMaster can send tasks to a different
Controller if one fails, with no configuration required,
simply run the Controller on a different machine

• Flexible configuration and addition of Controllers and
Services whilst system is in operation

Mediaflex Database
in Cloud Data Centre
or On-Premise

Mediaflex
UMS Manager

Services can easily be
added or moved between
Controllers as needed
Controller
location: Cloud

Services
• Core Services
• Licensable Services

Controller
location: UK

Services
• Core Services
• Licensable Services

Controller
location: EU

Services
• Core Services
• Licensable Services

Controller
location: US

Services
• Core Services
• Licensable Services

Services provide functionality for tasks, e.g. transcode, publish, transfer,
archive, rename, digital tools, watch folder processor, notifications, etc.

TMD specialises in the development and delivery of solutions and services to the global media, broadcast and archive
industries using the Mediaflex family of products.
Mediaflex enables media organisations to manage both the physical media and digital file based content with their
associated workflows.
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